We find that out of the 2 possible lattice configurations of this binary A~-, B fcc alloy, the lowest-energy "ground-state structures" are the A3B, A2B2, and AB3 ordered superlattices with ordering vector (1,0, -, ' ). On the other hand, for the pseudobinary A|-B"Czinc-blende alloy, the ground state corresponds to phase separation into AC+BC. Contrary 
where F is a prototype figure (there are NDF symmetryrelated figures in the lattice), (1) and (6) show that these effective ("renor- = -2rEst(s)/(16K),~here r = J2a/2 is the nearestneighbor distance of the fcc lattice, and the scaling factor is chosen as 16K so that aM (L lo) 1.59436 is the conventional result for the CuAu-I(L10) structure (see Table I ). AzBz (space group Dg, the NbP-type structure), and A83 in the DO22 structure. Figure 1 also shows as open circles excited configurations whose energies are just above the ground-state lines. We see that the AsB, AB, and A83 structures (L12, L lo, and L12 crystal types, respectively) with the (0,0, 1) ordering vector are less stable than the corresponding structures with the (1,0, 2 ) ordering vectors and that the random alloy has yet a higher energy.
The concept that the net charge is decided primarily by the local environment can be extended to pseudobinary Ai-, B"Calloys whose constituents (AC and BC) have, e. g., the zinc-blende structure. Since the A and 8 atoms are always coordinated there by four C atoms ( Ewald's method, ag['d are the predicted constants using the cluster expansion of Eq. (4) Table I for the explanation of the three sections of this Table. The standard deviation for the predictions if 0.00193. We have repeated for A~-"B"C (Table II) 
